BTTA Downey Park- v2 Summary of Vinyl Flooring July 2018

1.0 BTTA have been investigating options for installation of Vinyl flooring over the past 2 years or so.
2.0 The existing T&G Timber flooring is the original surface when the stadium was constructed approx 40 years ago.
It has been sanded and recoated about 2-3 times but has now reached the stage where the top layer is too thin
to undergo another sanding.
All major National and International table Tennis events are also now played on Vinyl flooring.
3.0 The ITTF approve a number of different types of Vinyl and BTTA has researched several of these.
https://d3mjm6zw6cr45s.cloudfront.net/2018/07/%CE%A46_Sports_Floor_BoD2016_v2.pdf
4.0 Initially budget costs were obtained from Gerflor for their premium grade Vinyl flooring
Taraflex. https://www.gerflor.com.au/professionals-products/floors/table-tennis-flooring.html Unfortunately
costs were well outside BTTA Scope.
5.0 Approx 12 months ago BTTA were very close to obtaining thru TTA the Stag brand flooring used at the Gold
Coast ITTF Event but unfortunately this did not eventuate.
6.0 Following the Gold Coast Commonwealth Games the Qld State Government offered sporting clubs the
opportunity of obtaining the used equipment thru TTQ at no cost.
7.0 The flooring used at the Games was Gerflor Rec 60 https://www.gerflor.com.au/professionalsproducts/floors/recreation-60.html
8.0 BTTA applied and were successful and now only have to pay the cost of installation.
9.0 There are several options for installation with each requiring a Masonite underlay over the total floor area.:a) Loose lay
b) Loose lay with Double sided Tape on underside at Joins
c) Loose lay with Double sided Tape on underside at joins and Hot Welding joins on Top.
d) Direct stick Vinyl to underlay with hard set glue all over and Hot Welding joins on Top.
10.0

In the end BTTA can only afford what their Budget will allow and have decided to proceeded with Option c)

11.0 Masonite Underlay Works will commence on Wednesday 1st Aug and will involve 6# to 9# Tables starting
from the Centre Table #4.
12.0 Vinyl Works will commence on Monday 6th Aug and will involve 6# to 9# Tables starting from the Centre
Table #4.
13.0

Works will then proceed over the following 2 weeks with completion expected by end of August.

14.0 It is hoped that all Club members will be patient with the temporary inconvenience while the flooring being
laid during the month of August and find the new surface an improvement.
15.0 BTTA express appreciation to the Brisbane City Council for their generous grant which has made this
project possible.

